Information day
Horizon 2020 EU Framework Programme
2018 Secure Societies Call

INVITED COUNTRY: FRANCE

Madrid, 20th February 2018
IFEMA – FERIA SICUR
Avenida del Partenón, 5, CAMPO DE LAS NACIONES
Madrid

Information day – draft Agenda
SALA GOYA

10:00 – 10:30 Registration

10:30 – 11:00 Welcome and Introduction.
Ms. Maite Boyero Egido. Spanish delegate in the Secure Societies Programme Committee. CDTI

11:00 – 12:00 The Strategic aspects of the Secure Societies Programme. Opportunities for participation in 2018 calls
Mr. Paolo Salieri, Policy Officer, Innovation and Security Industry, DG HOME
Mr. Antonio Fernández-Ranada Shaw, Research Executive Agency

12:00 – 12:20 Break

12:20 – 12:35 Funding opportunities under Topic SU-ICT-03-2018 (ICT Programme)
Mr. Fernando Rico Ríos, Spanish delegate in ICT Programme Committee, CDTI

12:35 – 13:15 Key aspects for proposal preparation in Secure societies calls
Ms. Marina Martínez. SOST (Spanish Office for Science and Technology), CDTI
Ms. Ainara Ripa, Spanish National Contact Point for Secure Societies, INTA

13:15 – 13:45 Round table: The end-users’ role
Lieutenant Rosalía Machín Prieto, Head of the Innovation Service at Guardia Civil
Chief Inspector José Francisco López, Head of the Innovation Unit at Policía Nacional
Lieutenant César Diego López, SGSICS, Ministry of Interior
Moderator: Ms. Maite Boyero Egido. Spanish delegate in the Secure Societies Programme Committee. CDTI

13:45 – 14:30 How to improve your networking and how to influence in the programme
EARTO security research, Ms. Ana Ayerbe, TECNALIA
ASD R&D group, Mr. José Prieto, GMV
European Cybersecurity Organization, Mr. Luigi Rebuffi, Chairman of ECSO
Europe Entreprise Network, Mr. Jesús Rojo, MADRIMASD Foundation

14:30 End of the information day
The CDTI (Centre for the Development of Industrial Technology), a public entity depending on the Spanish Ministry of Economy, Industry and competitiveness, organizes in Madrid, on February 20th, 2018, an Information day on the 2018 Secure Societies call – H2020, intended to inform Spanish entities about this call. In order to facilitate the generation of consortia for the call, the CDTI invites French entities to join the Conference, especially the Business to Business event.

During the morning session, the Information Day will be developed, almost all of it in English, and in the afternoon a "business to business" event is planned, in collaboration with the French National Contact Point, the GICAT Association and Madrimasd Foundation (member of Europe Entreprise Network) in which Meetings between entities will be facilitated in order to create project consortia.

To register for this event, it will be mandatory to follow the instructions carefully:

- 1st: Register through ESHORIZONTE2020.ES: www.eshorizonte2020.es -> go to Agenda, 20th February 2018, and
- 2nd: Register at the SICUR web site: http://www.ifema.es/sicur_01/Visitantes/registro/index.htm

We will not be able to guarantee the correct Access to the Information day in case those 2 steps are not strictly followed.
Parallel sessions

Proposal review – for Spanish entities, only. SALA GOYA

16:00 – 18:30

Procedure
Those Spanish entities wishing to hold a bilateral meeting with the Secure Societies National contact Points in order to check Project ideas or make a proposal review, should submit the idea before the 14th of February 2018, using the template (“Entrevista bilateral – Plantilla-Infoday 2018.docx” – you can download it with the Draft Agenda) and send it to Ms. Belén Díaz, belen.diaz@cdti.es.

The time Schedule for the proposal review will be sent to the proposers some days previous to the Infoday. Depending on the number of project ideas received and the availability of the National Contact Points, we’ll contact proposers on the 16th of February at the latest, to inform them about the appointments.

Entrevista bilateral – Plantilla-Infoday 2018.docx: Download the document with the agenda (included in the .zip file, when the registration is done)

End-users - for Spanish entities, only

16:00 - 18:30

Bilateral meetings with end-users

Objective: To facilitate interviews between industry, academia and research organizations with Security end-users in order to launch proposals for the 2018 Secure societies calls.

Procedure: This session will be put in place with the cooperation of the following Law enforcement agencies and other security practitioners.

- Guardia Civil
- Cuerpo Nacional de Policía
- Unidad Militar de Emergencias
- Ministerio de Defensa – Subdirección General de Planificación y Tecnología
- Policía Municipal de Madrid
- Ertzaintza
- Secretaría de Estado de Seguridad (Ministerio del Interior)
- INCIBE (Instituto Nacional de Ciberseguridad)

Access to the request a bilateral meeting: https://sicur-2018.b2match.io/

Those entities interested in holding a bilateral meeting with any of those end-users, they’ll have to register at the b2match tool, by clicking in the link and choosing the “End Users. Security Forces” option.

The duration of the bilateral meetings will depend on the number of requests.

The requests for bilateral meetings must be made before February 15th, 2018.
14:30 - 18:30

Brokerage Event

Business to business meetings (B2B) / Brokerage event

In joint cooperation with the French National Contact Point in Secure Societies and the GICAT association

Objective: To facilitate interviews and potential cooperation between industry, academia and research organizations from France and Spain in order to launch proposals for the 2018 Secure societies calls.

Procedure: This session is carried out in collaboration with the Madrimasd Foundation, the Security Commission of TEDAE (Association of Spanish Companies of Aeronautics, Defense and Security), the French National Contact Point in Secure Societies – H2020 and the French association GICAT.

Entities interested in participating will be able to request a 30-minute interview through the b2match tool. Cooperating entities:

- AIRBUS
- INDRA
- GMV
- EVERIS
- GTD
- ALTER TECHNOLOGIES
- AERTEC
- SERTEC

Access to the request a bilateral meeting: [https://sicur-2018.b2match.io/](https://sicur-2018.b2match.io/)

Those entities interested in holding a bilateral meeting with these entities will have to register at the b2match tool, by clicking in the link and choosing the “Tedae’s Security Commission” or “French Security Cluster Mission” option. The duration of the bilateral meetings will depend on the number of requests.

The request must be made before February 15th, 2018

More information on the procedure to be followed in the Brokerage event, please read the following document:

B2B partnering information. Sicur 20

For any request or question on b2match tool, please contact the following people:

Álvaro Bort Alonso
alvaro.bort@madrimasd.org
+34 91 781 65 79

Jesús Rojo
jesus.rojo@madrimasd.org
Date and place of Information day & Side Events:
20th of February, 2018
IFEMA – FERIA SICUR
Avenida del Partenón, 5
CAMPO DE LAS NACIONES
MADRID
http://www.ifema.es/sicur_01/